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 There false memory during childhood is more common than in the youth and adult. 

These children often are vulnerable against false memory perhaps because that likely 
form Making accurate memory for events in their real life is imperfect.  For example, 

when some false information would be given to them they keep them in their mind even 

much more than older children and adults. In spite of much evidences about reduction 
of false memory during   of growth and development, there are some hypothesizes that 

point out to some forms of false memory during this period. This type is in children 
rather than youth and adult. These hypothesizes would be discuss about bilateral 

process of false memory based on trace theory.   
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 During time by investigating all historical trend of evolution. Psychologists for years during the study and 

scientific analysis have paid to memory errors.  

 For the first time Bartlett (1932) had accumulated  regular research in this regard and has showed that 

individuals in reminding story which  have been presented to them have memory error and distortion. 

 Before him some psychologists such as Binet, Stern  have much more researches on this filed and pointed 

out to  Memory distortion phenomenon (Ceci and Bruck). Freud  during 1890s – by a different way have 

investigated Memory distortion and after that,  during his life has taken action to revise about it. (Erdelyi, 1985) 

 Furthermore cognitive psychologists, neuropsychology researchers familiarity and the brain have been 

interested to study memory errors .(Schacter2000). 

 Now, recently researches have been interested to study false& distortion memory by learning paradigms. 

(Roediger, McDermott 1995). 

 This paradigm is included a list of  associative words  and is dependent on each other which are provided to 

tests and immediately or after some times it could identify all related words to that. At the time of memorizing, 

problem behaviors perhaps in spite of review and identifying all provided words again, could memorize other 

words rather these words which would be related to them. Of course, this paradigm for the first time had been 

used by Deese 1959) but his main goal of its application was not investigating " Memory distortion" and he only 

use it as memorizing depended Variable. (Rodigard 1998) 

 Rodigard and McDermot (1995) have expanded this kind of Memory Distortion – False reminding – to  

Inconsistent duty. 

 For example, in their research, all participations at first have received some associated of words which each 

of them was related to another non-presented word. 

 Then they would be asked till remind and identify all words. according to Roygar and McDemort (1995), 

the participation approximately 65 to 80% of other Non- presented words which were close to each other 

reminded and identified.   

 It is interesting that the results of Roygard and McDemort (1995) research, have been repeated by other 

researches who use this paradigm. 

 For example, Roygard and McDemort (1999), Abdollahi : all participations of this these researches are 

from healthy and patients with brain damages. In order to clearing all results of this paradigm which is well- 

known as DRM Paradim (Derm, Deece, Roygard, McDemort), there are much more different theories which 
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some of them are as " hypothesis of implicit associative response" (Underwood 1965), " fuzzy trace theory" of 

(Raynal, 1995) and " source monitoring framework" (Johnson 1993). 

 Considering to the importance of this paradigm in basic and applicable researches and Memory (Shakter 

1999), its necessitate to pay attention to other effective variables on this field – means that false memory is an 

especial form of Memory distortion -. In current study, the amount of Memory distortion among children and 

youth in two groups of (Boy & Girl) would be investigated. 

 

Memory: 

 It seems that we as humans are not anything except our Memory. Our thoughts and imaginations all are as 

results of Memory's working and all of them are from our comprehensive and understanding. Memory is Infinite 

phenomenon which would be made us as integrated part. If the linking & integrating force of memory were not 

existed so our awareness would be divided to number of all seconds in our life. (Hering 1920) 

 Today, psychologists have divided the Memory to three main parts. First part would be related to Memory 

Levels such as encoding, processing and saving and then reviewing.  

 The second difference is related to short-term or long-term saving. And the third one is related to saving all 

types of information. There are much more evidences that these differences are somehow under controlling 

different Brain structures. (Hilgard 1983) 

 Researches have found that Memory would be shaped at least in three stages :  

 Sensory memory (keeping information temporary in sensory parts), short- term memory (as save and 

processing information for few times) and Long- term Memory (save information in order to use of them in the 

future). So, sensory memory is temporary and Short-term memory is keeping information till use of them and 

long-term memory would be save information forever. 

 

Memory structure: 

1). Sensory Memory: 

 Information of an stimulus would be entered to sensory memory without any changes. Then a precise 

version of sensory information would be saved there of course, visual and audio senses give much more 

information about environmental information to us. Sensory memory in consistent with visual sense is called  

visual box and sensory memory with audio sense  is called as audible box .  

 All the time, we are receiving much more information rather than all reminding information. Environmental 

stimulus always have affect on our sensory receiver. Total discipline of receivers is called as " sensory 

memory". A precise version of sensory information would be saved in our sensory memory. Visual and audio 

senses are giving the big amount of environmental information to us.  

  Simultaneously, a lot of information would be sensed which would be registered on sensory memory but 

the only information which would be considered would be kept. After cutting stimulus affects for a few seconds 

( 1 to 3seconds) the information would be saved. (Saif 1371) 

 

2). Short – term memory: 

 Information which would be considered in sensory memory would be convert to sensory codes and then 

transfer to short-term memory. So, likewise sensory memory by saving precise information consistent with 

sensory stimulus, all information in short-term memory are converted to Codes. All  entered information to 

short-term memory would be remained for max 30 seconds and then would be forgotten. 

 But by use and repeating them, we could be able maintain them for much more time till transferd to long-

term memory. Short-term memory is often called as alert or active memory. This memory is usable for 

immediate needs. (Saif 1371) 

 As other important properties of this memory is its little capacity with for adult is about 7   2  articles of 

information . anyway we could increase its capacity by organizing information as cutting them and categorizing 

to some few parts. A part would be included groups of informational articles which are related to each other. 

(saif 1371) 

 

3).Long-term memory: 

 Memory for all the life is long-term memory. This memory would be saved all things which we learned 

during our life. Arrived information to short-term memory by repeating and association with other past learned 

information could be able to transfer to the long-term memory. It means reforming and changing the shape of 

information as isolating information or reviewing them as another form rather than their firs shape. (Saif 1371) 

 

3). Organizing:  

 The best method of learning complex information is their organizing. Its could be simple or complex. 

Anyway their common characters are our identifying same and different points. (saif 1371) 
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Derm Paradigm: research results: 

 In this section, we would consider to results of Derm Paradigm or false memory and its affection. But 

before that we should refereed to Diese (1959) researches. Diese (1959) by selecting some lists of associative 

words was trying to reduce the nature of association phenomena in the memory and never interested to pay 

attention to Memory errors.  

 Dises by use of mentioned points could find that participations in reminding associative words could 

remind other Non-presented words. he suggests that on this way, it's possible to use some advantages from 

associated word. But he's researches had not been considered and never pointed out to them in cognitive 

psychologists literature. In spring of 1993, by considering to Tulving, Roydigar and McDermot have been taken 

some acts in order to design some test for false memory  which have been published it on the year of 1995. 

 They repeat Dieese's test (1959) and then recognized that (participations who were students of Rise 

university in Texas,America) estimate had been reminded 40% of  Non-presented words. 

 Also in identifying and investigating, these two researches could achieved higher results of revising False 

memory. 

 Anyway, the first exam on this study is an complete evidence of revising and identifying False memory. of 

course, this amount of revising is not just becase of "guess", in other word, the participation confirm that they 

never had heared the Non-presented items. 

 An important subject for cognitive theories is how we could learn any subject because each dimension of 

cognitive learning is somewhat related to the Memory. In order to solve this problem, decision – making, 

attention and understanding of something is needed to know the ability and memory limitations. Mush more of 

events, is related to the report of observer. An interesting result here is that there is not any way for estimating 

truth of memory without any visual evidence (such as a photo or recorded tape).  Confidence of Memory 

reminding isnot an exact evidence for that fact in memory and also it is not as meaning of that much more of 

memories are not precise.  However, in some situation which truth details is needed we could not be able to 

relay on memories. (Surprenant 2005) 

 When a person could remind some events which would not be occurred in real, here false memory is 

working. Of course false memory is neutralized  but not always. For example in the court, when being blame or 

guilty or not is related to all documents such as observes telling and all the time it would be hypothesized all 

things which person could remind are true.  

 All researches by Wells, Small, Penrod, Malpass, Fulero and Brimacombe (1998) showed that false 

memory would be interfaced in most of the Condemnation as false.  

 Elizabeth Loftus is one of the most famous experts in the court who have investigated  and researches about 

this field and even she participated as expert in many courts. As following, another of her test would be 

described: in this way participations looked to a photo collection which was about theft with a screw. In this test, 

the screw is a key element and then participations would read some stories about that. There are some deviated 

information in this story.  In this story instead of Screw, used of hammer. Then participations would be asked, 

the result was that after facing with deviated information in this story about 60% of participations fast and by 

confidence said that a hammer in this theft would be used instead of screw. If fact they were be sure about their 

false memories as true information which was in this story.  

 In order to investigate false memory, one of the most applicable paradigm is DRM paradigm. This 

paradigm is a kind of methodology which shows that people would be remind something which never happened 

for them. This method for the first time was used by Deese and then recently have expanded by Dermotht & 

Roeidger. This method is as same as other tests in memory. A sequences of words (vocabulary or face to face) 

would be presented and the observer should categorize them . if they were as the sequence are (old) and if not 

are (new). 

 In DRM Paradigm, a system of words such as (bed, rest, wake up, dream) would be given people which all 

them are related to a index word like (Sleep) then when participators would be asked to remind them, they even 

point out to Sleep! 

 Another thing which could divide this test from others is word sequences till observer could be directed in 

front of an especial word which was not in the list. When people give a word which was not in the list, it shows 

their false memory. Even in some reports they confirm that being sure that they heard that word or seen it. their 

memory is much more strong but is not correct. 

 How this phenomena would be happened? In fact the first theories about false identifying – meanwhile 

associative response – is applicable in the phenomena. Underwood believed that false inconsistent response is 

created in this changing codes so when person see a word such as hat may be he reminds cold and then  

 If the cold would be used as a divert word, they would think that they see this world before.  

 There are much expanded researches by DRM paradigm about age affect on the amount of false memory. 

Chetti and qin and Goodman (2002), in a research showed that the amount of false memory in children and 

adults are as same as each other. In another search by Sugrue and Hangne (2006), it has been showed that the 
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amount of false memory in children and adult in short- system are same but the adults in long systems have 

made much more mistakes. 

 Recent evidence showed that false reminding of an item could be related to code converting or refining 

stimulus. Also it could increase the ability of identifying an item. Dorkson and Shimamura 2001, Kensigner and 

corking 2003, Ochsner 2000, showed that motivate stimulus could be reminded better that non-motivate 

stimulus. Christianson & Engelberg 1999, found that qualitative memory could use of content excitement in 

order to difference among items.  Exited subjects could be bring more physiologic response which could not be 

made by neutralized stimulus. 

 These items would be increase exited items differences so may be the probability of reminding false exited 

information would be reduced. In fact excitement could create a new dimension in memorizing. 

 Sanders, Murphy, Pesta 2001, showed that excited subjects could be identified by people so the less 

probability would be remained till excited subject would be identified as a presented item. 

 Some researches (2004) declared that the amount of excitement in the adult and elderly and youth have 

same affects and two of them have less false memory in excited subject rather that non-excited. 

 By considering that images rather words would be different and convertible to codes, now by adding 

exciting aspect to images in DRM paradigm, it would be supposed that excited image have less false memory 

rather than neutralized images and people have less mistakes in their identifying. 

 

False memory test between boy & girl: 

 Useable articles in memorizing tests in different sex or age groups, were 5 lists of 24 lists of associative 

words which used by Roygard and McDermoot (1995) which had been translated to Persion by Abdollahi till 

would be able to use among Farsi Language people. Usable items in revising tests of mentioned groups was 15 

words which 5 of them was as Non-presented and 10 of them were made of the list of test. 

 In false reminding test, 5 lists of 24 word lists of Abdollahi 1381 have been selected as stimulus of this test, 

 Each of this list is included of 15 words by a non-presented word – from their meaning – they were related 

to each other. (such as river list is included of water, river, lake, see. Boat, swimming, flow, spring, fish, bridge, 

mountain, stone, strong, sand, ship) 

 

Recognition: 

 Recognition list is included of 15 words which 5 of them were not presented and have been considered as 

"word deviant" and never give to people in reminding test. 10 words were as presented words in 5
th

 lists which 

had been presented to people during test. 

Also all words had been selected of 24 lists of Abdollahi (1380,1381) 

 

Procedure: 

 Mentioned research in 4 tests and between two groups of boy and girl had been done. In implementing 

mentioned tests, main dependent variable were non-presented word in the list as "deviant word" . 

 During these tests, the main working of people was considering to two duties as reminding and recognition. 

 In recent years, different variables related to false memory have been investigated. Mentioned duties 

showed that some variables would  Strengthening the effects of false distortion on reminding and recognition. 

One of the main goal in this research is investigating of age and sex affection on memory distortion as 

reminding or recognition. In order to do tests, 5 lists of 24 lists for Roygar and McDermoot (1995) which have 

been translated by Abdollahi into Farsi have been used. 

 The results of test in 4 groups of age and sex, showed that it is possible to create false memory by using of 

word list of paradigms. In brief, if some lists of associative word given to people, they could remind and 

recognized non-presented high – level word as false.  

 The variable which is related to research's results is individual differences in reminding and recognizing 

which in this paper the question is that whether individual differences such as age or sex could be effective in 

false distortion as reminding or recognition? 

 Nourman and Shakter (1997) by using of DRM paradigm have  investigated the amount of remining and 

recognition in elderly. The results showed that these people in compare with youth could remind much more 

non- presented word. Howerer this test is in rage of 22-18 years but by comparing with Nourman and Shakter 

1997, we could see that people in this research could remind or recognized much more non-presented word as 

false memory. 

 In other age research, Toun (1995) has investigated elderly and youth on relationship with probability of 

reviewing and false recognition in DRM paradigm. The results showed that these two groups there is not any 

significant difference with related to depended variable. 

 The results of some other researchers showed that elderly and patient with alzeimer rather than youth in 

DRM Paradigm and presented words just could memorize a few little but the amount of false reminding and 

recognition among them is high. Kotestal and Shacter (1997) during three test have investigated youth and 
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elderly memory performance. In these tests, some images by precise details had used. They could show that 

many samples of each group or especial level, often remindes some non-presented word as false. This affection 

of false recognition is much more among elderly rather than youth. In this research Kotestal and Shacter (1997) 

expanded false recognition to imaginative driver in similar categories. 

 The results showed that when some false information about audio experiences give to people, they would 

be intended to remind some more empathic in the future . these results is really important in some fields such as 

judgment and decision-making. 

 As seen, 4 groups of different sex and age who heard 5 lists of associated words, have high false reminding 

and recognition. In table, 4% of false responses is related to non-presented and associative words, so the results 

showed that people in this case have high false reminding and recognition.  

 As Royger and McDermoot Search (1995) and Abdollahi Study (1381,1380) showed that false memory 

affect could be repeated among Farsi- Language people . mentioned results is in consistent with 1 hypothesizes 

and could confirm it.  

 Researches related to sex is showed that girls have higher false memory about non-presented associated 

word rather than boys. But in recognition test is vise versa. In tests related to age of children and youth, in two 

tests of reminding and recognition, youth have higher false memory rather than children and give non-presented 

word. These results could confirm average, percentage, deviation standard and variance in two test according to 

1 hypothesize " women and men in different age group show different pattern of reminding and recognition". 

 These results could confirm average, percentage, deviation standard and variance in two test according to 2 

hypothesize  " reminding and recognition pattern in children is different with youth". 

 The amount of false recognition is higher than the amount of four tests and it showed that reminding itself 

could help to strengthening of false memory.  

As conclusion, the results of this search showed that: 

- The results of DRM paradigm or false memory among Iranian population could be repeated and could be in 

consistent with current duties of Abdollahi' search (2000, 2001) 

- Participators could be able to recognize and remind non-presented word as consistent with previous search. 

- False memory show different rate of memory distortion on age or sex variable and confirm its affection on 

false memory. 

In short, there is a steady distortion of memory which could be seen in different kinds of it, so it could be 

valuable to study regularly. as with perception errors, memory errors can also be applied to a field- independent 

memory processes for successful understanding. 
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